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Introduction
This was the first time that this exam has been taken by candidates after the full two
years of the course has elapsed. Consequently, the number of candidates was significantly
up on previous exams and there was a good range of marks showing that the paper had
differentiated well. As in the January exam there were some very weak responses that
showed little understanding of, or even familiarity with, the specification content and the
standard expected of an A2 candidate this was particularly the case for questions 3 and 7.
Nevertheless there were some good and occasionally very good responses to the questions
set.
The main reasons for some otherwise able students underachieving are the usual ones of
not heeding command words and not reading the questions carefully enough. Command
words are still being ignored by a sizeable number. Instructions to ‘Assess’ and ‘Evaluate’
were not followed by some candidates.
Some of the students missed out on marks because they did not answer the question that
was set. This was particularly the case with question 5. Some students missed out several
whole questions.
It is worth reminding future students of the need to apply context to all responses.
Repeating generic or stock answers will not access the higher levels of the mark scheme.
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Question 1 (a)
Most candidates were able to at least partially answer this question by stating a takeover
meant one company was buying another. Whilst some candidates could also develop their
answer to identify that this meant taking control of the purchased business, the majority
who gained the second mark did so by citing Walmart’s takeover of 51% of Massmart’s
shares as an example.

Examiner Comments

A good clear answer backed up by a valid example
2 marks in total

Question 1 (b)
This was a good differentiator; there was a clear set of candidates who understood what was
meant by ‘ease of doing business’ and a significant number who did not, thinking it meant
the day to day operational activities of the business. A very small number of candidates
elected not to answer this question. There were very few actual examples given.

Examiner Comments

Clear understanding and development of the term
2 marks in total
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Question 2
Many candidates gave an unnecessary definition of joint ventures. Most of the candidates
were able to identify CFAO’s specialism in sales and distribution in Africa but a lot missed
the significance of this for Carrefour. The majority of responses seen fell into the 3 mark
category for identifying the need for local knowledge/application of CFAO’s sales and
distribution experience/costs savings to Carrefour. A surprisingly small number identified the
potential for using existing distribution channels through CFAO.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has offered two reasons. The first gets a knowledge mark
for sharing risk but then fails to develop this. There is an assertion about
increasing sales and profitability but no development as to how a joint venture
might make this happen. A reference to the extract adds nothing. The second
reason is much better it gets a knowledge mark for the reason of benefitting
from local knowledge, a context mark for linking to CFAO and an analysis
mark for developing the consequence of saving costs.
1 mark + 3 marks = 4 marks in total
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Question 3
There was a great deal of confusion here as a large number of candidates discussed pull
factors rather than push factors and as a result did not score any marks. This is surprising
as this is a clear part of the specification and the only possible reason for the confusion
is simply lack of knowledge. Even in those cases where they initially identified saturated
markets as a push factor, many went on to describe the extension of product life cycle
or discussed growth factors. A significant number of candidates did not understand the
question with some discussing imports/exports and exchange rates. Several candidates
described the factors of assessing a country as a production location, citing labour force
availability and resources as push factors. All in all a very disappointing response to what
should have been a straightforward question.
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Examiner Comments

This response is a good one; two clear push factors are identified and
then very well developed to show why they would cause a business
to trade internationally. The only thing missing is any application;
this response is a generic one and is not set in a context or backed
up by examples. So whilst it gained both knowledge marks and all
four analysis marks it did not score either of the two application
marks available.
3 marks + 3 marks = 6 marks in total
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Question 4
This question was generally well answered. The majority of candidates were able to analyse
the increased competition for local businesses from Walmart and Carrefour’s entry into
Africa in the form of falling sales, loss of market share and potential closure. Negative
impacts included the threat of being taken over with Walmart’s purchase of 51% of
Massmart used to illustrate the point. Of those that accessed the Level 4 Evaluation marks,
the majority discussed the potential of becoming a supplier of products or ancillary services
or a joint venture partner as the main positive impact on local businesses. Carrefour’s joint
venture with CFAO was often used as an example. A significant number also identified the
efficiency of local businesses as a positive impact of increased competition but did not fully
develop it.
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Examiner Comments

For the most part this is a generic answer and
could be about any new large business entering a
market. It has some reasonable analysis and some
basic evaluation, which is enough to reach level 4
on the mark scheme. It does however, have some
limited context at the start and end about Africa
and so stays in level 4 and gets 8 marks.
Total 8 marks
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Question 5
This question was generally very well answered although a significant number of candidates
elected not to answer at all. Many of the well-developed responses were able to access
the Level 4 evaluation marks by considering factors other than disposable income when
assessing whether to enter the African market. There were some excellent examples of
candidates bringing in their own knowledge of companies such as Tesco, other nations and
the use of the United Nations Human Development Index (HDI). On the whole, the use
and application of context was good for this question. However, a significant number of
candidates confused disposable income with the cash flow or capital available to Walmart
and Carrefour and the subsequent discussions usually had no rewardable material.
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Examiner Comments

This response shows clear understanding of the
importance of the level of disposable income and
supports the argument by using the evidence. There
is then some evaluation which is again supported
by the evidence leading to a basic conclusion. This
response was level 4 and gained 9 marks.
Total 9 marks
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Question 6
Most of the responses for this question were able to access the evaluation level marks.
Although the majority of these evaluative answers were in the lower range, there was good
use of context. Candidates showed knowledge of other pressure groups, companies and
examples including Amnesty International, the Kyoto Protocol, the collapse of the Rana Plaza
in Bangladesh and Coca Cola causing water shortages to farmers in India. A few responses
were able to comment that despite the work of Chinese Labour Watch, it still took Samsung
two years to change their practices.
In the less effective answers, there were a lot of assertions made without development or
substantiation. A significant number of candidates copied directly from the case study text,
which at first glance looked fluent but when examined, did not actually make any analytical
statements.
There were a significant number of responses criticising the pressure groups, stating that
their actions could cause unemployment to rise, production costs and therefore prices to rise
or that they could be bribed by the MNCs. Bribery and corruption of government officials as
well as pressure group members was a fairly common evaluative point made but candidates
often did not convincingly develop this point or provide examples. There were very few
blank scripts for this question.
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Examiner Comments

A good response that is both well written and
argued throughout. The analysis is backed up by
use of examples from the evidence and from the
candidate’s own knowledge. The evaluation is also
good but perhaps not as well supported. A conclusion
would have helped to lift the answer to a higher
mark. Nevertheless it was a good level 4 response
with 16 marks awarded.
Total 16 marks
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Question 7
This question caused problems for many candidates and once again the problem seemed to
be lack of knowledge. There was a fairly even split between candidates who could correctly
describe what an ethnocentric approach meant and those who did not. The candidates who
did not understand would often state that Starbucks were using an ethnocentric approach
and then describe all the elements of a geocentric approach. Once this incorrect statement
was made it was difficult to reward with any marks since the explanation was wrong for
all levels. There were even a small number of candidates who stated that an ethnocentric
approach was related to the ethics of how the business conducted its marketing.
Overall, most of the candidates could identify the terms ethnocentric, geocentric and
polycentric but many mixed them up when trying to define them which affected the quality
of their responses. There were also a significant number of candidates that did not attempt
this final question but it is impossible to know if this was due to lack of knowledge or lack of
time.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good response that clearly
understands the various merits of different
marketing strategies. It is clear and concise
with good use of the evidence to reinforce the
arguments. The evaluation is relevant and detailed,
again well backed up with examples, leading to
a perceptive conclusion. This is a high level 4
response and gained 17 marks.
Total 17 marks
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following
advice:
•

Do read the question carefully and answer the question that is set

•

Do watch out for command words such as Assess or Evaluate

•

Do use examples to illustrate your argument

•

Do use the language of the subject and avoid generalities

•

Do watch your timing and do not spend too long on one question

•

Do write concisely

•

Do add a conclusion to the longer questions
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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